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This article describes the use of the symbolic manipulation language MAPLE for the analysis 
of bifurcation phenomena in condensed-phase combustion. The physical problem concerns the 
structure and stability properties of a combustion front that propagates in the axial direction 
along the surface of a cylindrical solid fuel element. Experimental observations suggest hat 
the front may propagate in a number of different ways; the objective of the investigation is
to describe these different modes of propagation. The analysis involves the study of a set 
of nonlinear partial differential equations which describe the structure and evolution of the 
combustion front. Because the location of the front is unknown and must be found as part 
of the,solution, thh problem is a free boundary value problera. The purpose of this article is 
to sh~Sv¢ how symbolic manipulation languages like MAPLE can be combined effectively with 
analysis and numerical computations for this type of investigation. 
1. In t roduct ion  
In this article we describe how the use of a symbolic manipulation program written in 
MAPLE enabled us to give a complete description of a number of  bifurcation phenomena 
in combustion. Although the steps of the analysis followed a well-determined pattern, 
their complexity made a manual treatment utterly impractical. In fact, any manual 
t reatment  would have had to be restricted to lower-order approximations, which would 
not  have revealed the structural details necessary to explain the experimentally observed 
phenomena. Moreover, a purely numerical treatment of the problem at hand would have 
been extremely difficult and time-consuming, and would certainly not have yielded the 
amount  of detail that came out of the present investigation. 
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The physical problem concerned the propagation of a combustion front along the 
surface of a cylindrical solid fuel element. The fuel consists of a mixture of two finely 
ground metallic powders (A and B), which combine upon ignition in a one-step chemical 
reaction (A + B ~ C) to form a solid combustion product (C). The chemical reaction 
is accompanied by a melting process, where the reaction-limiting component (A or B) 
melts at a temperature that is less than, but close to the adiabatic temperature. The 
melting process enhances the rate of the chemical reaction as it increases the surface 
contact area between the metallic powders. The heat of fusion is added to the heat of 
reaction, so the combustion product is again in the solid state. 
This type of combustion is being investigated as a new and innovative method for syn- 
thesizing ceramic and metallic materials with certain desired properties, such as the abil- 
ity to withstand extreme temperatures. In this method, referred to as self-propagating 
high-temperature synthesis (SHS), the high-temperature combustion wave travels along 
the sample, converting reactants into products. 
Experimental observations [Merzhanov, Filonenko, and Borovinskaya (1973); Maksi- 
mov, Pak, Lavrenchuk, Nalbodorenko, and Merzhanov (1979); Maksimov, Merzhanov, 
Pak, and Kuchkin (1981); Kvoryankin, Strunina, and Merzhanov (1982); Strunina, 
Dvoryankin, and Merzhanov (1983)] suggest that the combustion front may propagate 
in a number of ways. One mode of propagation is that of a uniformly propagating plane 
circular front. However, under specific circumstances, which can be controlled by the 
experimenter by varying the amount of pre-heating or by changing the composition of 
the fuel mixture, other modes may be observed. For example, one or more hot spots may 
propagate in a helical fashion along the surface of the cylinder (spin combnsiion), or one 
or more hot spots may appear, disappear, and reappear in a periodic fashion (multiple 
point combnstion). Under one set of circumstances, the burning may take place through- 
out the cylindrical sample; under other circumstances, it may be confined to the outer 
surface of the sample. 
In the present investigation we focus on burning modes where the reaction is confined 
to the outer surface of the cylinder. Our purpose is to explain the different modes of 
propagation as the results of bifurcations from a uniformly propagating plane circular 
front and to discuss their stability properties. (See our earlier investigation [Margolis, 
Kaper, Leaf, and Matkowsky (1985)] for an analysis of the various modes of propagation 
when the burning takes place throughout the sample.) The analysis relies heavily on 
the use of MAPLE  [Char, Geddes, Gonnet, Monagan, and Watt (1988)]. In this article, 
we describe in some detail how MAPLE can be used effectively to identify the vari- 
ous bifurcating modes and determine their stability properties. The companion article 
[Garbey, Kaper, Leaf, and Matkowsky (1990)] contains a more detailed discussion and 
interpretation of the results of this investigation in the context of combustion theory. 
Similar investigations using symbolic manipulation programs are described in the article 
[Magnan (1989)]. 
In Section 2 we present the mathematical model and the basic solution, which rep- 
resents the uniformly propagating plane circular front. In Section 3 we study the linear 
stability of the basic solution. In Section 4 we present the details of the nonlinear anal- 
ysis. In Section 5 we describe the steps necessary for the automation of the nonlinear 
analysis. The actual implementation of the symbolic analysis in a MAPLE program is 
described in Section 6. In Section 7 we present the results of the analysis. 
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2. Statement  of the Prob lem 
2.1 MATHEMATICAL MODEL 
The present investigation is based on the mathematical model introduced by Matkowsky 
and Sivashinsky (1978), as extended by Margolis (1983) to include the effect of melting. 
The independent variables are the time ~, the angular variable ¢ (0 < ¢ < 2~r), and 
the axial variable xs (-¢~ < xs < oo). The dependent variables are the temperature 
O, suitably non-dimensionalized, and the position of the combustion front, which we 
represent by the function x3 = ~b(¢,t). It is convenient to use a coordinate system that 
moves with the combustion front. By introducing z = z3 - ~(¢, t), we fix the location 
of the front at z = 0. Both O and ¢ are 2~-periodic functions of ¢. The radius of the 
circular cylinder is p. 
The time evolution of the temperature and the position of the combustion front are  
described by the following system of nonlinear differential equations: 
~o 0¢ 0o 
at 0t t~z = v20 '  z ¢ 0, (1) 
-~O~ { 1 fO¢~'~l/2{exp[A(e(z-'O'¢'t)--l)]-M} 1+~\~-~/  j i :M  . (2) 
Here, V 2 is the Laplacian in the moving coordinate system, 
V2= 1 O 2 { 1 (8 ,~2~ b2 1 82* 8 2 O~ O 2 
p-~ 0¢--- ~ + _ 1 + ~ \~/  j Oz 2 - p-~ 0¢': ~--; - p2 0¢ O¢Oz ; (3) 
A is a parameter related to the strength of the chemicM reaction (A > 0), and M is a 
parameter that incorporates the effects of melting (0 < M < 1). 
The combustion front represents a surface of discontinuity for the temperature gra- 
dient, 
[°I { '  0o , -1oo 
[el0 = o, 7z  o = 1 + -~ \0¢ /  j ~-f" (4) 
(We use the notation [. ]0 to denote the difference between the limiting values at z - 0 
from the right and from the left.) In addition, the temperature satisfies a set of limiting 
conditions at infinity, 
O--*0 as z--+ -co, O--* 1 as z --* oe. (5) 
2.2 BASIC SOLUTION 
The system of equations given in the previous ection admits an exact solution for all 
values of the parameters p, M, and A: 
O0(z )= { e' if z<0,  
1 if z > 0, (6) 
~0(~) = _~. (7) 
This basic solution represents a plane circular combustion front propagating at a uniform 
speed -1 in the axial direction along the outer surface of the cylinder. 
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2.3 PERTURBATION OF THE BASIC SOLUTION 
Throughout the remainder of this article we are interested in perturbations of the basic 
solution. We use the following notation: 
0(z, ¢,t) = e(z, ¢,t) - e°(z) - ¢(¢,~) no° dz ' (s) 
¢(¢,~) = ~(¢, ~) - ~°(t).  (9) 
The last term in the definition of 0 is inserted so that [0]0 = ¢; hence, it suffices to 
determine 0. We will, however, continue to use ¢ whenever this is convenient. 
The nonlinear problem for the perturbations 0 and ¢ is obtained directly from the 
original problem (2) - (5) upon substitution of (6) - (9). It consists of the partial differ- 
ential equation 
Ot + Oz p20¢2 Oz~ = - -  p2 0¢2 ) ~z + --gZz ) 
1 (  0¢'~ 2 (t 0~0 dO ° . dO°'~ 20¢ 020 (1o) 
which must be satisfied for all z ~ 0, the differential equation 
the jump condition 
0o _ [0]0 = 1 -  1 + 7 ~ 1 -  M , (12) 
~0 
and the limiting conditions 
0 --',0 as z - -+ -o0, 0 -+ i  as z ---* c~.  (13)  
Any nontrivial solution, when superimposed on the basic solution, generates a solution 
of the original problem that has structure in space and time. Our objective is therefore 
to demonstrate hat there are indeed solutions that yield the structure oberved in spin 
combustion and multiple point combustion. 
3. L inear Analysis 
First we consider the linearized problem, in order to determine the (linear) stability of 
the basic solution under infinitesimal perturbations. The linearized problem consists of 
the following set of equations and conditions for 0: 
( 0 0 0 2 1 0 2  ) 
~- + 0"-~ - (gz 2 p20¢ 20  = 0, z ¢ 0, (14) 
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Oo zx o(z=o +)=o, (15) 
~[  ]o + 2(1-  M) 
[ ] ~ o(~=o+)=o, (16) OO - [0]o + 2(1 -  M) ~o 
0 --* 0 as z ~ +oo, (17) 
Any solution 0 must be 2It-periodic in ¢. Once 0 is known, ¢ follows from the identity 
¢ = [O]o. 
The elementary solutions of the linear problem (the normal modes) have the form 
f,,(z)e ~"~+~"~, n = 0, +1,  +2, . . . ,  ( iS) 
where w. and the mode index n are related through the dispersion relation, 
2 2 2 4(iwn) 3+ (iw,)2(1 + 4# - / z  2 + 4kn 2) + iwn#(1 + 4k,,) + # k,~ = 0. (19) 
Here kn is the wave number, 
and # is the parameter, 
k. = . / . ,  (2o) 
A 
# - 2 (1 -  M)' (21) 
The function fn is given by 
fn(z) = ( exp(lnz)[1 + (#/iwn)] exp(pnz) ifif zZ >< 0,0, (22) 
where  
p.= ~-{1 +[1+ 4(i~ + k.~)ll/~}, !. = ~{1- [1+ 4(i~. + k".)]~/~}. (23) 
Notice that the physical parameters A and M do not enter separately, but only in the 
combination #. 
The basic solution (6), (7) is linearly stable (unstable) under an infinitesimal per- 
turbation of the type (18) if ~(iw.) < 0 (~(iw.) > 0). If ~(i~.)  : 0, then the basic 
solution is neutrally stable. The neutral stability curve is the curve in the (k, #)-plane 
that separates the region where the basic solution is linearly stable from the region where 
it is unstable; its equation is found from (19) by setting ~(iw) - 0 and eliminating 9(iw), 
(1 + 4k~)# 2 - 4(1 + 3k2)# - (1 + 4k2) 2 = 0. (24) 
Its graph is shown in Figure 1. The basic solution is linearly stable (unstable) in the 
region below (above) the curve. Of course, solutions are realized only at discrete wave 
numbers {kn : n = 0, 1,., .) on the neutral stability curve. The frequency of oscillation 
for a solution on the neutral stability curve at the wave number k is found from the 
relation 
= 4(1 + 4k%.  (25) 
t 
0j 2 
We note that the dispersion relation (19) also admits the trivial solution, w -- 0, k - 0; 
however, such neutrally stable solutions merely correspond to linear translates of the 
basic solution, which we will not consider. 
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Figure 1; Neutral stability curve. 
4. Nonl inear  Analysis 
4.1 PERTURBATION EXPANSION 
The neutral stability relation (24) defines the eigenvalues p = p(k) of the linearized 
problem as a function of the wave number k. For a given radius p, there is a discrete set 
of admissible wave numbers {k, : n = 0, 1,...} and a corresponding set of eigenvalues 
{p(k,,) : n -- 0,1,...}. The smallest eigenvalue, 
t0  = :n  = 0 ,1 , . . .} ,  (28) 
is the critical value at which the basic solution first loses stability; it does not necessarily 
coincide with the minimum value of p on the neutral stability curve. Throughout his 
section we assume that Po is a simple eigenvalue that is strictly smaller than all other 
eigenvalues. We refer to the corresponding elementary solution (18) of the linearized 
problem as the mos~ unstable mode. In [Garbey, Kaper, Leaf, and Matkowsky (1990), 
Section 4.1] we discuss in detail how the most unstable mode is determined for any given 
value of p. In Section 5,3. we briefly indicate how the analysis is generalized to the case 
of multiple eigenvalues. 
We now consider a nonlinear stability analysis for values of # near P0, by perturbing 
A and M as follows: 
A ~, As(1 + ~rle+ a~e ~ +. . . ) ,  M ~ Ms(1 + vie+ v2e 2 +. . . ) .  (27) 
We postpone the exact choice of A0 and M0 until later; for the moment we only impose 
the constraint A0 = 2(1 -  Mo)Po. This constraint leaves one degree of freedom~ which 
we will use in Section 7 to position the analysis near certain critical points. Furthermore, 
e is a small parameter, which we will define shortly. 
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We introduce multiple time scales, 
r0 = t, n = a,  r2 = ~h, . . . ,  (28) 
and look for solutions that are given by expansions of the form 
#(z, ¢ ,0  ~ ~,%(z ,~,~0,  ~,,...), ~(¢,t) ~ ~,~¢~(¢,~0,~1,...). (29) 
Upon formal substitution and expansion, we equate coefficients of like powers of e and 
obtain a sequence of problems for the reeursive determination f 0j and ej. 
4.2 FIRST-ORDER ANALYSIS 
To lowest order we obtain the original problem linearized about he basic solution at the 
eigenvalue P0, 
(0+ 0 0 2 1 0 '  ) 
az az, p2g~ 0 ,=0,  z#0,  (30) 
0~o [e,]0 + g001(z = = 0, 0 + ) (31) 
[oo, 1 ~;Jo  - [clio + ~o01(z = o +) = 0, (32) 
61 ~ 0 as z --+ 4-oo. (33) 
Of course, 81 is 2r-periodic in ¢. Once 01 is known, ¢i follows from the identity ¢i = 
[0do. 
The general solution of the linear problem (30), (31), (32), (33) is 
oi = {A~(u,  r2,. . .)e '~''°+~"~ + A2(r~, r2, . . . )e~"~°-~"~}l , (z)  + ~.c. 
• ae°  (34) + ]3(,-1, n . . . .  ) -ET'  
¢I = (i l~o/wn){Al(vl, r2. . . .  )e i°J'ro+in¢ + A2(rl,  r2,. . .)e ¢w"r°-in~} + c.e. 
- B(r, ,  ~,...), (3s) 
where fn is defined in (22) with/~ =/~o. The functions At and A2 are complex-valued, 
c.c. denotes the complex conjugate of the preceding expression, and B is real-valued. 
This solution, when superimposed upon the basic solution a.s in (8) and (9), yields 
the first-order approximation to the temperature fi ld and the position of the combustion 
front. Thus, one obtains traveling waves if either A1 or A2 is zero, or standing waves if 
AI and A2 have equal moduli. Since these waves have a periodic structure in the angular 
variable, this structure rotates as the wave travels along the surface of the cylinder; if 
that is the case, we speak of a spinning wave. Because of the symmetry of the problem, 
all solutions come in pairs, i.e., if (A1,A2) is a solution, then so is (A2,A1). Thus, the 
rotation of a spinning wave can be either clockwise or counterclockwise. If both A1 and 
A2 are zero, then we are back to the basic solution, which represents a plane circular 
front moving at a uniform speed -1. 
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When the mode with index n = 0 is the most unstable mode, 01 and ¢1 are indepen- 
dent of ¢, 
o~ A(n, ~2)Y-(~)e ~°'° + ~.~. + B(n ,~ '  de° (36) 
= 2) dz ' 
¢l = (ipo/too)A(rl, 1"2)e iw°v°  "q- C.C. - -  B(7"1, "r2). (37) 
When this solution is superimposed on the basic solution, one obtains a representation f 
a temperature field witout spatial structure and a plane circular combustion front that 
propagates along the cylinder in a pulsating fashion; in this case, we speak of pulsating 
~.#aves. 
4.3 HIGHER-ORDER APPROXIMATION 
The higher-order coefficients (j = 2, 3,...) in the expansion (29) are found by solving 
boundary value problems of the type 
0 D 02 1 a 2 ) 
~ro +o~ ~z~ p2o¢2 0 j=e j ,~#0,  (38) 
a-~0 [ej]0 + ,00j (z = 0 +) = (39) r/j, 
- t0j]o +,o0 j (z  = 0+)  = (40) 
~-;/o 
0~. ~ 0 as z --, ±oo. (41) 
The inhomogeneous terms ~j, 0j, and ffj depend on 0i and ¢i, i = 1 , . . . , j  - 1. Each 
function 0j is a 27r-periodic function of ¢. Once 0j is known, Cj follows from the identity 
¢~ = [Oi]o. 
4.4 SOLVABILITY CONDITIONS 
Let us summarize the linear problem (38), (39), (40), and (41) by 
~0j  = Xj(01, . . . ,0 j - l )  , j "- 2,3 . . . . .  (42) 
We consider/: as an operator in a linear vector space X of functions of the three variables 
r0, z, and ¢. The elements of X are 2~r-periodic in ¢, and as functions of z they are 
bounded and smooth on (-oo, 0] and [0, ~)  with a possible jump discontinuity at 0. We 
define an inner product < .,. > in X, 
r--.~ ~ dro de + f~dz , f, g E Z .  (43) 
The equation (42) is solvable if and only if the vector in the right member is orthogonal 
to the kernel of £*, the adjoint of Z: with respect o the inner product (43), 
< £Oj, 0* >= O, O* E ker £*, (44) 
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The vectors 0* are solutions of the following boundary value problem: 
( cO 0 02 1 02)O.=O,  zyhO ' (45) 
cOr0 Oz Oz 2 p20¢2 
[0"]0 = 0, (46) 
°°'(z=0-)-(°°' ) oo" / O,-o , 
Oz \ Oz + po0" OO.'T~'ro".:.---poO. (z = 0 +) "- O. (47) 
We note that (44) must be satisfied for each vector 0" E ker L*. In particular, two 
nontrivial vectors are 
e~ .~ = e ~ ' ' °* ' '~  E (z), (48) 
where n is the index of the most unstable mode and w,~ the corresponding frequency, 
and 
{e  r~ if z < 0, 
E (z )= eP-~ if z>0.  (49) 
Here, the constants Pn and in are the complex conjugates of the quantities p,~ and In 
defined in (23). The use of these two solutions in the solvability conditions (44) results 
in a system of equations for the evolution of the amplitudes A1 and As (or A, if n -- 0) 
on the slow time scales. (In writing the adjoint solutions (48) we have used the fact that 
only those adjoint solutions with the same mode numbers as the most unstable mode 
produce nontrivial solvability conditions.) 
A third solution of the adjoint problem has the form 
0~(z) = { c if z < 0, (50) 
c - l+e  -~ i f z> 0, 
where c is a (real) constant. When used in the solvability condition (44) it leads to an 
equation for the evolution of the coefficient B on the slow time scales. 
4.5 NORMALIZATION 
At this point we define the expansion parameter e in (27) by the relation 
< 0, 8~,+ >-- C¢. (51) 
(Because of symmetry, we may take either 03. + or O~_, with the same result.) The 
definition (51) implies that 
< 01,0" 1,+ >= C. (52) 
The normalization constant C will he fixed later (Section 7). The definition (51) implies, 
furthermore, that 
<Oj  O* .. , 1,+ >= 0, j = 2,3, .. (53) 
The solution of (42) is thus uniquely determined. 
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j~ l ,  
while A1 and A2 are unknown, do 
• j * - - j+ l ,  
s solve (42) subject to (52), 
~Cei = x~(O~,...,e~_~), < o~,e;.,+ >= o. 
commen~: 9j is not unique unless e is defined 
• apply (44) to (48) and (50), 
< Xj+t,8~ >=0,  k = 1-1-, k--O 
enddo 
Table 1: Derivation of the dynamical system. 
5. Toward Automat ion  
5.1 THE DYNAMICAL SYSTEM 
The computation of the coefficients 9j in the expansion (29) proceeds equentially. First, 
one applies the solvability condition (44) for j = 2, which gives a system of equations 
for the evolution of the amplitudes A1, A2, and B on the rl-seale. Then one solves (42) 
for j -- 2 subject to the condition (53). At the next step, one applies the solvability 
condition (44) for j = 3 to obtain a system of equations for the evolution of A1, A2, 
and B on the r2-scale. One continues this procedure until a closed problem for 01 is 
obtained. In general, this happens when the solvability condition for j = 3 is evaluated, 
but at critical parameter values, for example when vertical bifurcations or exchanges of 
stability occur, one may need to go to higher values of j. Clearly, if this happens one 
must resort to the use of a symbolic manipulation language like MAPLE. The procedure 
is summarized in Table 1. 
If the index of the last relevant erm in the expansion (29) is m, one obtains a system 
of differential equations for the evolution of the coefficients A1 and A2 on the tin-time 
scale of the form 
0A1 
O"~m = Dl(At, A2), 
OA2 
Ovm = D2(A1, A2), (54) 
where D1 and D2 are polynomials of degree m, and an equation for the coefficient B, 
OB 
Orm - H(A1, A2). (55) 
We refer to the equations (54) as the dynamical system associated with the boundary 
value problem. The dynamical system is the primary object of investigation in the 
nonlinear analysis; its solution yields all the information ecessary to determine the 
evolution and structure of the temperature field and the combustion front. 
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5.2 REDUCTION TO ORDINARY DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
To actually carry out the computation outlined in the previous section it is necessary 
that we first reduce the linear system (42) to a system of ordinary differential equations 
involving only the variable z. For this purpose we analyze the structure of the functions 
Oj and Cj in some detail. 
We begin by introducing the abbreviations 
E = e i~°~v°, F = e inc. (56) 
The functions 01 and ¢1 are polynomials in E and F and their inverses, 
01=O~'° +O~'IEF ÷O~'-IEF-I  +O'[I'IE-1F + O'[I'-IE-1F-1, (57) 
~1 = ¢0,0 ~t. ¢i,IEF q. ¢ i , - iE f  - i  + ~bll,lE-1F q. ¢~-l,-1E-iF-1" (58) 
The coefficients 0~ 'q are functions of z and the slow time variables, the coefficients ~'¢ 
depend only on the slow time variables. 
Since the vector X~ in the right member of (421 depends quadratically on 01 and ~bl, 
X2 is a quadratic polynomial in E and F and their inverses. (This justifies our earlier 
remark that only the vectors 0~,i and 0~ produce nontrivial solvability conditions for 
j =2.) 
Next, when we solve the boundary value problem (42 / for j = 2, we find that 02 
and ¢2 and, consequently, the vector Xa, are cubic polynomials in E and F and their 
inverses. In general, we have 
(p,q) (p,q) 
(59) 
where the sum ranges over all pairs (p, q) that occur in the expansion of 
(1 + EF + EF  -1 + E-1F + E-1F-1) j -- E a~ 'qEPF~' 
(p,q) 
COO) 
The number of terms in the expansion is n(j) = 2j(j + 1) + 1. 
When the representations (59) are substituted in the linear system (42), the latter 
reduces to a boundary value problem involving the variable z only, 
d d 2 / 
_ Eo "lo = o+1- -  q , ' ,  
dz Jo 
O~ 'q - *Oa~ z - ,  :t:o~. 
Only the quantity ~'q in (61) depends on z. 
(63) 
(64) 
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The general solution of (61) is 
~,q= xv t ,partWa-O't,r2,...)(~'q);om i f z<0,  (65) 
(¢j")~or, + a+(~l,~, .)(~")to~ if z > 0, 
where (0~'q)~'ar, and (~")+art are particular solutions of the differential equation (61) 
on ( -c~, 0) and (0, av), respectively, and (~")h'om and (~")+orn are solutions of the 
corresponding homogeneous equation, all assumed to satisfy the limiting condition (64). 
The unknown coefficients a+ and a-  are determined by the jump conditions (62) and 
(63), which yield a two-by-two system of linear algebraic equations, 
e~,1(~1, ~,. . . )a+ + el,~(~, ~, . . . )a -  = ~"(~,  ~ . . . .  ), 
e~,~(~, ~,.. . )~+ + ~,~(~, ~, . . . )a -  = ¢}"'(~, ~2,...). (66) 
This system is singular when (p, q) = (4-1, 0) and (0, 4-1), but if the solvability condition 
(44) is satisfied, the system has infinitely many solutions. 
We can simplify the structure of the solvability condition (44), using the polynomial 
structure of the expansions, 
o S*~,'~z + S '~ '~z  = f*(z = 0+)¢~' + ~ '4" ,  (67) 
o0 
for (p, q) = (-t-1, 0) and (0, 4-1), 
for (p, q) --- ( 0, 0). Here fl* and f~ are known constants. 
The solution is uniquely determined by the condition (53), which yields the con- 
straints 
o f 'O~"dz+ f'O~]'qdz =0, (p,q) = (4-1,0) and (0,4-1). (69) 
Thus, we have reduced the solution of the boundary value problem (42) to the integration 
of n(j) = 2j( j  + 1) + 1 ordinary differential equations (61), the solution of n(j) two-by- 
two systems of linear algebraic equations (66), and the quadratures in (69). We recall 
that, once 0j is known, ~i follows from the identity ~bj = [0i]0. 
All the tasks involved in the computation of the coefficients in the expansions (29) 
are now amenable to automation by means of a symbolic manipulation program. The 
practical feasibility is determined by the total number of ordinary differential equations 
in (61) and the degree of complexity of the inhomogeneous term in (61) and the functions 
to be integrated in (69). 
We recall that each coefficient 0j requires the solution of n(j) = 2j(j + 1) + 1 differen- 
tial equations, so if m denotes the number of terms taken in the expansion (29), then the 
total number of equations to be integrated is N = ~j~2 n(j) = ½m(2m ~+ 6m + 7) - 5. 
Typically, m is 2, 4, or 6, so N is 13, 79, or 225. 
Furthermore, it is easy to see that all functions of z involved in the computation are 
of the form )"~k zn exp(ckz), where ck is a complex number. Experience shows that, if m 
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is 6 or less, then n is at most 2, but the number of terms involved in these sums increases 
very rapidly with j .  Therefore, although the computation is simple conceptually, its cost 
increases exponentially with m. Nevertheless, the advantages of an automatic symbolic 
computation program are clear, because ven in the lowest-order approximation the 
computations are quite extensive and error-prone• 
5.3 MULTIPLE EIGENVALUES 
So far, we have always assumed that the most unstable mode is generated by a sim- 
ple eigenvalue P0. In this subsection we briefly discuss the generalization to multiple 
eigenvalues. 
For any value of p, the equation (24) generates a discrete set of wave numbers {bn : 
n = 0, 1,...) and a corresponding set of eigenvalues {/a(kn)  : n - 0, 1 , . . .}  of neutrally 
stable modes. The smallest of these eigenvalues, which we denoted by #0, determines 
the most unstable mode. When two members of the set {Pn : n = 0, 1 , . . .}  are equal and 
smaller than all other members of the set, which can happen at certain critical values p~ 
of the cylindrical radius, then P0 is a double eigenvalue. In this situation we have not 
one, but two most unstable modes that may interact, which leads to a more complex 
bifurcation. 
Suppose that the wave numbers of the pair of most unstable modes are kl = nt/pe 
and k2 = •2/pe. Then n2 = nt + 1 and Pt = #(kt) = #(k2) = p2. Let wl and ~02 denote 
the corresponding frequencies, which are found from (25). 
The bifurcation analysis requires an expansion in the neighborhood of the critical 
parameters Ao and M0 as in (27); in addition, we need to expand p around its critical 
value Pc, 
p ~ pc(t + ~IE +/~2~ 2 + ' "  "). (70) 
The previous analysis can be extended easily. Instead of (34) one has 
0t = {Al,l( t, + At, (n, 
+ A2.2(n, )f2(z) 
• dO0,  
+ + dz (71) 
where fk = fn~, k = 1, 2, f.k defined as in (22), with the appropriate definitions of wk 
and Pk. 
The procedure is the same as in the case of a single mode. The solvability condition 
yields a system of equations for the amplitudes AI,1, At,2, A2,1, and A2,z, as well as 
an equation for the coefficient B, on the slow time scales. The dynamical system is 
four-dimensional, 
OA~,i 
Orm = Dk,I(AI,1, A1,2, A2,I, A2,2), (72) 
for (k, 1) = (1, 1), (1, 2), (2, 1), and (2, 2). The functions Dk,a are polynomials of degree 
We can use the polynomial structure of the expansions to reduce the boundary value 
problem for 0 i to the solution of a set of ordinary differential equations. The number of 
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equations in this set is related to the number of terms in the expansion 
I+E(EkFk+EkF~i+E~IFk+E~IF~I) E ,.q.r.,p..~pqp, r, 
t=l (p,q,r,,) 
(73) 
(Here, Et = e ~r°  and Fk = e ~"~.) This number is equM to the number of 4-tuples 
(p, q, r, s) from the set of integers from -j to j that satisfy the constraint that p+q+r+s 
is even. 
If m denotes the order of the expansion ecessary to determine the dynamical system, 
then the total number of equations to be integrated is N = ~=2 n(j). Typically, N is 
41,491, or 2461, when m is 2, 4, or 0, respectively. 
6. Symbolic Computat ion  Method 
6.1 STRUCTURE OF  THE COMPUTATION 
Although the following considerations are restricted to the case of a simple eigenvalue, 
we emphasize that our implementation covers the case of a simple eigenvalue as well as 
the case of multiple eigenvalues. 
The computation presented in the previous ections can be implemented in a number 
of different ways. The choice is first of all dictated by the requirement that the compu- 
tation time and memory allocation be minimized. Another constraint is imposed by the 
fact that one does not know a p~or/ the order to which the expansion (29) needs to be 
carried out, or which are the key parameters and relevant ime scales in the analysis. 
Many tries may therefore be necessary before one actually develops a clear idea how the 
analysis hould be carried out. 
To select the relevant scales in the asymptotic analysis, to determine the impact of 
particular scaling choices, to understand the data dependency and eliminate redundant 
variables, and to determine the order of approximation necessary to obtain a closed 
problem for 01 and ~bi, it generally suffices to know only the algebraic structure of the 
solvability condition that yields the dynamical system for the amplitudes A1 and A2. 
This structure can be determined by a preliminary computation of the inhomogeneous 
term Xj in (42). The computation can be done entirely symbolically, using only the 
polynomial capabilities of MAPLE, and is done in the program PREcomp described in 
Subsection 6.2. 
Once the algebraic structure of the inhomogeneous terms is known, the remaining 
task consists of the integration of the system of ordinary differential equations (61). 
The relevant program ODEcomp yields the dynamical system (54); it is described in 
Subsection 6.3. 
In the final phase of the analysis we call on MATLAB [Moler, Little, and Bangert 
(1987)] for the numerical computation ofthe critical points, their linear stability analysis, 
and the generation of the bifurcation diagrams. 
6.2 PREcomp 
The program PREcomp enables us to explore the algebraic structure of the inhomoge- 
neous terms in the differential equation (42). It uses only the polynomial capabilities of 
MAPLE. 
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Since MAPLE recognizes only strings of alphanumeric characters and we preferred 
to keep the notation in the program as close as possible to the mathematical notation, 
we adopted the convention to spell the Greek letters throughout, following the BTEX= 
convention (theta for 0, etc.), to simply attach sub- and superscripts to the names of 
variables (thetal for 01, etc.), and use a shorthand notation for derivatives if they are 
not evaluated explicitly (thetalpsiz for 0281/0¢0z, etc.). However, in the following 
discussion we will maintain the mathematical notation for convenience. 
PREcomp takes the nonlinear equations satisfied by the quantities Oand ¢ and com- 
putes the right-hand sides ~'q, ~'q, and ~'q in (61), (62), and (63), in terms of the 
quantities ~'q, i = 1, 2, . . . ,  j -  1. It consists of three procedures. 
• PreA computes the polynomials ~j, r/j, and Q as functions of 0t, ¢t, and their 
derivatives for i = 1, 2, . . . ,  j - 1. It takes as its starting point the following expres- 
sions, which are obtained from the equations (10), (11), and (12) upon introduction 
of the multiple time scales (28), 
(0¢  0¢ 20¢ 1 02¢~(00 ~bdOo'~ 
~= b-~0+'b-~, +' ~+""  p~0¢2] ~+ -7;-=/ 
+ 7 \0¢ /  \0,2 d, + ¢-dT) 
r/=1- 1+7  
(0 ,  ,00 ) 
- e~' r l+e- -+""  ' 0 w 2  
bO 2 O0 ) 2 0¢ 020 ~'~'n +~ - -+. , .  , 
p2 0¢ O¢Oz Or2 
(74) 
[ exp (A0 (z 1.=_2_~, t)) - M.] '1' 
(75) 
[ ¢= 1-  I+~-~ \0¢]  J [ 1 -M (76) 
It substitutes the expansions (29) of 0 and ¢ and their formal derivatives into these 
expressions, expands everything in powers of e, and identifies the coefficients of like 
powers of e. 
PreB generates the expansions (59) of 0j and Cj in terms of E and F. It computes 
the actual expressions for the derivatives of #j and Cj with respect o r0 and ¢, but 
not those with respect o z and ~'1, r2, ..., which are introduced by name according 
to the shorthand notation described above. 
PreC yields the coefficients in the expansions 
,(j) n(j) n0) 
= = ¢,,'E,F,, = Z ¢'E'r', 
i=1 i----1 i----1 
(77) 
of. (61), (62), and (63). They are found upon substitution of the polynomial 
expressions for 0j and Cj and their derivatives in the expressions for ~j, r/j, and ~j 
obtained by PreA. 
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The end products of PREcomp are polynomial functions which depend only on the spatial 
variable z and the slow time variables ~1, r2, .... These polynomials are the input for 
ODEcomp which computes the coefficients of the dynamical system. 
We notice that the process of formal differentiation, where we simply add a suffix to 
the name of the differentiated variable, may create a large number of variables. However, 
it makes the results of PItEcomp easy to read. This is an important advantage, because 
each element of the vector X~ in (42) may have hundreds of terms once j is three or 
more .  
Results obtained with PREcomp show that, when (p, q) -- (~1, 0) or !p, q) - (0,-I-1), 
the computation of ~'q, ~'q, and (~'q involves only the coefficients ~_'~ with ld and ql 
between -9. and 2, and only the coefficients 0~'  with p' and q' between -4  and 4, etc. 
Therefore, if we carry the asymptotic expansion through to the order m, we do not need 
to compute 0m to the full extent. As the cost of computing 0j grows exponentially with j, 
the computation of 0m may represent the most expensive part of the entire computation, 
so not having to compute all of Om represents a considerable saving. For example, N, 
the number of coefficients that needs to be computed, is equal to 13, 43, or 145 when 
rn = 2, 4, or 6, respectively. This compares with N = 13, 79, or 225 found earlier (Section 
5.2). 
tLesults obtained with PREcornp show furthermore that, by choosing a2j-t = ~2j-t = 
0 for j = 1, 2,..., we have 
OA1 OA2 aB 
0 2i-  - - = 0 ,  j = 1, 2 ,  . . . .  (Ts )  
The same choice also yields a useful relation between the parity of the powers of the 
monomials involved in 01 and the parity of i. Specifically, the quantities ~'q etc. are 0 
when i is even (odd) and p and q are odd (even). 
6.30DEcomp 
The program ODEcomp generates the dynamical system (54). ODEcomp uses as input 
the data produced by PREcomp Among these data are the number m of terms that 
must be carried in the asymptotic expansion to obtain a closed system of equations for 
01 and ¢1, the pairs (p,q) identifying the coefficients 0~ 'q, i -- 1 , . . . ,m,  that need to 
be computed, and the coefficients ~'q, ~'q, and ¢~'q, j = 2, . . . ,  m. It consists of.two 
procedures. 
• THETAcomp computes 0j from (42), subject o the constraint (53). 
The algorithm proceeds from the computation of the constants T~j 'e and 6~ 'q in 
(61) and (62) to the computation of the homogeneous solutions (~'e)~or n and a 
particular solution (~'q)~art of (61) to the computation of the constants a ~" , either 
by solving the two-by-two system of linear algebraic equations (66) directly (if it is 
nonsingular) or by solving the system subject to the orthogonality condition (69) 
,q (if the system is singular). Thus we obtain the coefficients ~ for each value of j 
( j  = 1, . . . ,  m). We then combine these coefficients in the sum (59) to obtain 0j. 
We remark that we do not use the ODE solver of MAPLE to obtain the particular 
solution (~'q)~a~. As we deal with very simple ODEs, the computation is much 
faster with a procedure specifically designed for this particular problem. 
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We remark furthermore that, when the complexity of a computation i creases, it 
generally becomes more difficult to trust the results of the computation. Therefore, 
we have chosen to check the validity of ~'q and ~'q at each step by substituting 
these functions back into the original ODE problem and computing the remainder. 
In the subsequent umerical evaluation we adjust the number of digits in the float- 
ing point calculation as a function of the desired accuracy to retain some additional 
error control. 
• SO£Vcomp handles the computations involved in the solvability condition. It eval- 
uates the integral identities (67) and (68), solves the equations obtained, and gives 
the explicit formulae for the dynamical system. The details of this specific compu- 
tation are given in the following section. 
We remark that (58) has to be satisfied for all values of the constant e appearing 
in 0~, cf. (50). This implies that the coefficient of c in (68) is zero, so 
P,q  P ,q  . 0 dz + + (79) ~} d~-- C p.'q 
oo  "~ 3 
for (p, q) = (0, 0). We use this identity to check the computation. 
The equations (67) are identical for (p, q) = (±1, 0) and (p, q) = (0, +1), which 
gives another check on the computation. 
The coefficients in the dynamical system are functions of the radial wave number/~ 
and the other parameters of the problem, viz,, ~j, ~,y, A0, and M0. For ODEcomp we 
have essentially two options. We can either do all computations entirely formally, without 
employing the numerical values of the parameters (Option 1), or we can give a numerical 
value of k as additional input to ODEcomp and obtain the dynamical system directly in 
terms of the remaining parameters (Option 2). In the former case we may obtain very 
complex formulae, but, at least in principle, we can compute the dynamical system for 
each value of k, so we expect better accuracy in the numerical answers. However, the 
following arguments favor a choice of Option 2. 
• The formulae for the dynamical system obtained with Option 1 are so complex 
that one does not get any more insight by using them for general k. Most of the 
complexity of these formulae is directly attributable to k, and when we substitute 
the numerical value of k into these formulae, we obtain very simple polynomials, 
which depend on the bifurcation parameter and other control parameters, which 
can be analysed easily. A consequence of the complex nature of the formulae is 
that the accuracy of the numerical computation of the coefficients in the dynamical 
system is not much better with Option 1 than with Option 2; in fact, we have 
observed ifferences only in the last three digits. It is also clear that the few first 
digits determine the behavior of the coefficients in the dynamical system. Therefore 
one can use the floating point capability of MAPLE to adjust the computational 
effort, using only the required number of digits. 
• Option 1 uses much more memory space than Option 2. Therefore the type of 
problem that Option 1 can solve is severely limited. For example, we were not 
able to run a case with m = 4 using Option 1 on a Sun 3.60 workstation with 16 
Megabytes of memory. 
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• Option 1 requires more computation time. Thus, depending on the number of 
values of k for which we want to know the dynamical system, Option 2 could be 
more efficient. In the case of double eigenvalue problems (see Section 7), only a 
small number of different values of k are needed to determine all of the interesting 
behavior. 
For these reasons we have designed the program ODEcomp to use Option 2 and thus 
to take advantage of the numerical computation as well. More generally, an approach 
combining formal and numerical computations seems to be a promising way to attack 
difficult problems in this area of research. 
7. Results 
7.1 SINGLE-MODE ANALYSIS 
We first consider the case where/~0, the value of the bifurcation parameter #that gives 
rise to the most unstable mode, is a simple eigenvalue. PREcomp indicates that it suffices 
to take m -- 2 and that any term that is O(e 3) can be ignored. 
For reasons explained at the end of Section 6.2, we take (rl -- 0 and vl - 0 in the 
expansions (27), so we assume that A and M are given by the asymptotic expressions 
A ,,~ A0(1 + #2e ~ +. . . ) ,  M ,,~ M0(1 + v2e 2 +. . . ) ,  (80) 
where #0 = As/(2(1 - M0)). The last constraint leaves us free to vary either A0 or M0. 
By imposing the condition #] + v~ = 1, we fix the normalization constant C in (52). 
The dynamical system describes the evolution of the (complex-valued) coefficients At 
and A2 (or A, if n = 0) on the r~-scale. If 
&(r2 . . . .  ) = Rs(r2,...)~'*s(-~,...), j = 1, 2, 
then the evolution of the amplitudes i governed by the system of equations 
dR1 
d"'~ + AIRt + A~R 3 + A~:R]Rt = O, 
sR2 ~oR~ ~R~R~ o, dr~-+ AsR2 + + = 
while the phase functions satisfy 
Rldd~ + ,TAR1 + ~oR~ + rI,,R~R1 = O, 
Similarly, if n -- 0 and 
then 
R~ ~-~ + ~jR~ + voR~ + ,)~ R~I R2 O. 
A(v2,...) = R(v2,...)e/*(~''''), 
dR 
d"~2 + AIR + A~R 3 = O, 
(81) 
(82) 
(83) 
(84) 
(8~) 
(86) 
(87) 
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and 
de R~-~T 2 + ~sR + ~o~n s = 0. (88) 
The coefficients A and t/are all real. Our analysis (executed by means of the symbolic 
programming language MAPLE) shows that 
• )~t = )q,ltr2 + AI,2V2 and ~71 = ~ll,ta2 + ~71,2v2, where ~1,j and ~/I,i (J = 1, 2) are 
constants that do not depend on A0 or k, and A1,1 < 0; 
• A~, )~=, and Ac=, as well as t/o, r/=, and ~/c~, are polynomials of degree 2 in A0, whose 
coefficients (except hose of )~c~) depend on k. 
The steady solutions of the amplitude quations (82) and (83) are found by solving 
the system of algebraic equations, 
RI[A, + AoR~ + ;~RtR~] = 0, (80) 
R2[At + AoR~ + ~R1R2] = 0, (90) 
or, if n = 0, by solving the equation 
R[A~ + ~o~R 2] = 0. (91) 
The number of solutions depends on the signs of Ac, Ac - A=, Ac + ~=, and Ac=. The 
(linear) stability of each solution depends on the sign of At. 
In the case n ~ 0, there may be as many as four independent s eady solutions, 
(i) uniformly propagating plane circular waves (/Et = 0,//2 = 0) for any value of Al, 
which are linearly stable if and only if Az > 0; 
(ii) clockwise spinning circular waves (/~ ~ 0, R2 = 0) if At/A¢ < 0, which are linearly 
stable if and only if min{-2~h At(A¢ - A~)/Ac} > 0; 
(iii) counterclockwise spinning circular waves (R1 = 0, R2 ~- 0) if )q/At < 0, which are 
linearly stable if and only if min{-2)~t, Az(Ac - Ar)/~¢} > 0; and 
(iv) propagating standing circular waves (R1 ¢ 0, R~ ¢ 0,/~t =/~)  if At/(P,~+A=) < 0, 
which are linearly stable if and only if min{-2At, At(~= - A~)/(A= + A~)} > 0. 
In the case n = 0, there may be as many as two independent s eady solutions when 
,L~ ~ O, 
(i) uniformly propagating plane circular waves (R = 0), which are linearly stable if 
and only if A~ > 0; and 
(ii) pulsating propagating plane circular waves (R ¢ 0) if ~t/A~= < 0, which are linearly 
stable if and only if At < 0. 
The MAPLE programs PREcomp and ODEcomp described in the previous ection yield 
the expressions for the coefficients in the amplitude quations as functions of the pa- 
rameters A0 and k.  Thus, we can do a complete bifurcation analysis. Figures 2 and 3 
show where in the (A0, k)-plane spinning and standing waves bifurcate from the basic 
solution and what the nature of the bifurcation is. Figure 4 gives a complete bifurcation 
diagram for singly-periodic modes (n = 1), which applies for example when k = t. We 
refer to our article [Garbey, Kaper, Leaf, and Matkowsky (1990)] for details. 
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Figure 2. Regions in the (AQ,/:)-plane where spinning waves are stable (STBL) or un- 
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Figure 4. Bifurcation diagrams. The activation energy A0 increases (the melting pa- 
rameter M0 decreases) from the top left to the bottom right. The index % denotes 
a spinning wave, s~ a standing wave. Solid lines represent stable waves, dashed lines 
unstable waves. 
7.2 RESOLUTION OF VERTICAL BIFURCATIONS AND EXCHANGE OF STABILITY 
As can be seen from the series of bifurcation diagrams in Figure 4, there are three critical 
value of 2x0. As we increase A0, we first encounter a critical value where a standing mode 
goes from unstable subcritical to stable supercritical. Then we encounter a second critical 
value where the spinning and standing modes exchange stability. Finally, we encounter 
a third critical value where a spinning mode goes from stable supercritical to unstable 
subcritical. These cases correspond to the situation where X, + Xx, )~, - 2~, and ,~c pass 
through 0, respectively (cf. Figures 2 and 3). 
The resolution of each of these cases requires a higher-order analysis. Let Ac denote 
any critical value of Ao. We expand A0 about Ac, 
40 ~ 4o(1 + +...), (92) 
assume that the perturbations ofA0 and M0 are given by 
A ,,, A0(1 + a2e 2 + ~4e 4 +"  .), (93) 
M ,,~ M0(1 + v2e 2 + V4 ~'4 .~L., .), (94) 
and employ the slow time scales 7"i = eQ, i = 0, i , . . . ,4 .  The analysis leads to a set of 
nonlinear differential equation for the variation of the amplitudes on the r4-scale. 
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7.2.1 Resolution of Vertical Bifurcations 
First we resolve the vertical bifurcation for a spinning wave. Without loss of generality 
we may consider just one (for example, clockwise) spinning wave. Thus, we take A2 -- 0 
and consider the single coefficient A1, which we denote by A. We denote its (real) 
amplitude by R. 
The solvability condition for 03 yields the identities 
~2 = 0, u~ = 0, (95) 
and the solvability condition for e5 yields the dynamical system, from which we extract 
the following differential equation for the evolution of R on the r4-scale: 
8R 
0r4 + AzR + o'~AeR s + AdR s = 0. (96) 
The A's are again real-valued functions of A0 and k, whose expressions (which are differ- 
ent from those in Section 7.1) are found using MAPLE. Steady-state solutions are found 
by solving the algebraic equation 
R[A~ + ~Xo/~ ~ + ),~R 4] = 0. (97) 
Knowing the dependence of the coefficients upon the parameters A0 and k, we can 
determine the existence and stability properties of the steady solutions of (96). Typical 
results are given in Figure 5, where a turning point to an unstable branch occurs for 
\ 
\ 
\ 
\ 
I g- 
Figure 5. Resolution of the vertical bifurcation for a spinning wave; A0 < Ac in the left 
diagram, A0 > A~ in the right diagram. 
A0 < A¢ and a subcritical unstable bifurcation occurs for A0 > At. 
Next, we consider the case of a standing wave. Again, we consider either one of 
the pulsating wave solutions Ai = A~ or A1 - -A2. The differential equation for the 
amplitude/~ (i.e., g l  or R2) has the same form as in the case of a spinning wave, but 
some of the signs differ, 
dR 
d"~4 + Az/~ - ~AoR s - AdR s = 0. (98) 
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Figure 6. Resolution of the vertical bifurcation for a standing wave; A0 < A~ in the left 
diagram, A0 > A~ in the right diagram. 
7.2.2 Exchange of Stability 
The solvability condition for 0a yields a relation between a2, v2, and the amplitudes R1 
and R2, 
~l,la2 + ~,,2~2 -- -~(R~ + RI). (99) 
Therefore, in the asymptotic analysis we have two possible bifurcation parameters, 
namely crc and either a4 or v4. 
At the next level we obtain the dynamical system, from which we extract he following 
system of algebraic equations for the steady state amplitudes, 
R,[~, + ~o(~oR~ +~.R]) + ~d,,R~ + ~,~,2R~ + ~ .2°2, d,S~l~2J = 0, (100) 
R2[~, + ~,(~oR~ + ~R~) + ~d,~R~ + ~,2R~ + ~d,sP4R~] = 0. (~0~) 
Again, the A's are real-valued functions of A0 and k, whose expressions (which are 
different from those determined earlier) are found using MAPLE. This sytem admits, 
in addition to standing and traveling waves, solutions (R~, R2) with R~ ¢ 0, R] ~ 0, 
and R~ ¢ R~, which represent quasi-periodic waves. A typical bifurcation diagram for 
A0 > A¢ is shown in Figure 7. 
I 
t 
f 
Figure 7. Exchange of Stability; A0 :> A~. 
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7.3 INTERACTION OF TWO MODES 
In Section 5.3 we briefly discussed the case of multiple eigenvalues, when two or more 
modes simultaneously qualify as the most unstable mode for a given value of the bifurca- 
tion parameter p. Here we present some results for the case when the lowest eigenvalue 
is a double eigenvalue. Such a configuration can occur at a critical vMue pc of the cylin- 
drical radius. The details of the analysis can be found in an earlier article by Booty, 
Margolis, and Matkowsky (1987). 
We consider the following perturbations of A, M, and p about A0, M0 and pc, 
respectively: 
A ,~ A0(1 + ~2e 2-I-...), (102) 
M -~ M0(1 + u2e 2 +"  "), (103) 
p -~ p~(X + ~e 2 +. . . ) .  (104) 
We fix the normalization constant C in (51) by imposing the condition ~2 _ 1. 
As in Section 7.1, we do a two-time scale analysis. The computation yields a four- 
dimensional dynamical system. The steady solutions of the corresponding amplitude 
equations are found from 
R1,2[A! + A~R~, 2+ A~R~,I 
R2,1[Ai + AeR221 + A~:R2,2 "~- ~d~12 1"~ ~e~2,2] -- O, 
(105) 
(106) 
(107) 
+  oRI,2 + +  dR[,1 + = 0. (10S) 
There exist up to 15 nontrivial solutions of this system; we omit the details. We remark 
that double-eigenvalue problems exhibit many interesting features, such as the exchange 
of stability between two nontrivial solutions (including quasi-periodic solutions) and 
degenerate Hopf bifurcations. 
8. Conclusions 
In this article we have illustrated how a symbolic programming language like MAPLE 
can be used effectively in a bifurcation analysis of condensed-phase surface combustion 
phenomena. The main thrust of the bifurcation analysis is the reduction of a complicated 
system of nonlinear partial differential equations describing the processes of transport 
and combustion to a system of ordinary differentiM equations describing the dynamics 
of the combustion front. The algebraic manipulations involved in this reduction are 
lengthy, tedious, and error prone when done by hand, or even prohibitive if higher-order 
asymptotics are involved. Since the analysis is amenable to automation, however, a 
MAPLE program can be used to good effect. 
Indeed, we have found that MAPLE enables us to investigate many difficult prob- 
lems in a relatively short time, and it certainly extends the horizons of asymptotic 
anMysis. Where many months of tedious hand-computations were previously necessary, 
a few weeks of programming now suffice; where hand-computations failed on complex 
problems, MAPLE now gives the answer. As a result, we have been able to explore the 
mathematical model of condensed-phase surface combustion to its full extent and explain 
the various bifurcation phenomena described in the introduction (Section 1). 
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Obviously, there are still limits to this type of computation because of memory re- 
quirements and cpu time. Some of the limits can be overcome by integrating numerical 
tools into the symbolic omputations. To illustrate the advantage of this approach, con- 
sider the four-dimensional mplitude system that MAPLE produced in the case of the 
double eigenvalue problem (Section 7.3). The bifurcation diagrams required the com- 
putation of up to 15 branches, and the study of the stability of each steady solution of 
the amplitude system required the computation of the four eigenvalues of a 4 x 4 matrix 
for each value of the bifurcation parameter a2 and for ~¢ = 1 and ~ - -1.  The explicit 
formula given by MAPLE does not help: its evaluation fails each time two roots of the 
characteristic polynomial coalesce. We overcame this difficulty by incorporating a MAT- 
LAB program calling on EISPACK [Smith, Boyle, Dongarra, Garbow, Ikebe, Klema, 
and Moler (1976)] to compute the eigenvalues. 
Finally, we notice that in the perturbation analysis of a bifurcation problem there 
is very often coarse-grained parallelism in the formal computation. For example, many 
subblocks of the computation are independent of each other (see Section 6). Therefore, 
it would be very useful if the symbolic language allowed the programmer to exploit this 
property when the package is implemented on a parallel machine. 
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